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Preface

Engineering situations vary considerably from one software or information system development project to another. A number of different characteristics, such as project objective, application domain, different features of the product to be developed, involved stakeholders, and various technological conditions and constraints have a significant impact on the Requirements Engineering (RE) process. As a consequence, each software or information systems project requires a specific RE method and tool to support the RE process. The question then, is how to select, adapt or construct, and manage (often changing) requirements on an RE method that best suits the situation of the project at hand?

The First International Workshop on Situational Requirements Engineering Processes: Methods, Techniques and Tools to Support Situation-Specific Requirements Engineering Processes was organized in conjunction with the 13th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference in Paris, France, 29–30 August 2005. The workshop was organized by the IFIP WG8.1 Method Engineering Task Group in collaboration with ENSI, University of Manouba, Tunisia. The organizers are grateful for the support from the Science Foundation Ireland Investigator Programme, B4STEP (Building a Bi-Directional Bridge Between Software Theory and Practice) which enabled the publishing of these proceedings.

The proceedings comprise 12 full papers, three position papers and one industrial experience paper. All papers were selected through a double-blind review process by the international program committee, and we are extremely grateful for the thoroughness of their review work. Altogether, these papers represent an intriguing mixture of different approaches and perspectives on situational aspects of RE processes and tools.
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